where E 1s o is the binding energy for an isolated ion, E C is the IPD due to the plasma environment, and E Fermi is the Fermi energy to account for Pauli blocking. As written, all quantities in Eq.
(1) are greater than or equal to zero.
To ascertain the validity of the customary SP model for degenerate system, calculations of Eq. (1) were performed for carbon plasmas with the semi-classical Thomas-Fermi (TF) model [5] , which provide the average ion charge state and Fermi energy. The average charge is used to compute quantum mechanical quantities unavailable from the TF model;
E 1s
o is obtained from a hydrogenic variational scheme [6] and E C from the SP model. A second set of calculations were performed using a fully quantum mechanical ion-sphere plasma description, Purgatorio [7] , which directly provides E 1s and E Fermi .
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